CAROL OF THE OLD ONES

Music by Mykola Dmytrovyh Leontovych, c. 1910
Lyrics by Andrew Leman

Look to the sky Way up on high
There in the night Stars now are right E-ons have passed

Now then at last Prison walls break Old ones awake
The old ones
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They will return
Man-kind will learn
New kinds of fear

They will reclaim all in their name

When they are here
They will reclaim all in their name

Ones

Hopes turn to black
When they come back
Ignorant fools

Hopes turn to black
When they come back
Ignorant fools

Hopes turn to black
When they come back
Sopr. 

Ve-ry  ve-ry ve-ry          sca-ry sol - stice          up          from the sea

Alto 

They          will          re - turn  bring -

Teno. 

Stars bright-ly burn  old ones re-turn bring -

Bass 

re - tu - rn bring -

Sopr. 

From un - der - ground down from the sky they're all a - round

Alto 

In - g  cer - tain

Teno. 

In - g  cer - tain

Bass 

In - g  cer - tain

Sopr. 

They will re - turn man - kind will learn new kinds of fear

Alto 

Doom

Teno. 

Doom

Bass 

Doom
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When they are here, look to the sky way up on high.

Fear the old ones they

There in the night, stars now are right, eons have passed.

Old ones they, now at last, prison walls break, old ones awake.

Turn.
Madness will reign
Terror and pain
Woes without end

Where they extend
Ignorant fools
Man kind now rules

Where they ruled then
It's theirs again
Stars brightly burning
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Boiling and churning bode a returning season of doom

Man-kind will learn new kinds of fear when they are here

Up in the gloom bode a returning season of doom

Man-kind will learn new kinds of fear when they are here

Scary scary scary scary solstice very very very

They will return they will return man-kind will learn new kinds of fear

Scary solstice up from the sea from underground

Will return man has

When they are here man should

Turn man has
DOWN FROM THE SKY    THEY'RE ALL AROUND    FEAR

MUCH TO FEAR

FEAR TO LOOK TO THE SKY

WAY UP ON HIGH    THERE IN THE NIGHT    STARS NOW ARE RIGHT

THEY WILL RETURN

THEY WILL RETURN

THEY WILL RETURN

THEY WILL RETURN
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